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HO'TEL SENECA
JA C KSONVILLE, FLORIDA

~HE SENECA is a big little
{9 hotel - big in its appointments and in the class of service
rendered to its guests; big in its
Dining Room Service, which
counts so largely in making comfort for Southern Sojourners ;
big in all the little things that
count for pleasure, profit and
health.
-and so the HoTEL SENECA bespeaks your patronage on the
basis of service rendered and just
· a little added to insure a full
measure of Hospitality.
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Location of The Seneca
is, we think, very nearl y ideal.
is out among the
O nicelocation
residences where the night is not broken by the harsh jangling of brakes
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THE SENECA

and the tooting of horns; where the atmosphere is not full of the dust of traffic; where one can rest when he cares to. And yet, we're only one or two blocks
from the principal shopping district, the post office, the theatres and the parks,
making the business section convenient for even the convalescent who wishes
to get just a little exercise, but see something while he walks.
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Jacksonville, Florida
POINTS OF INTEREST

with
J beautiful parks.is dotted
They afford
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quiet spots where one can sit and
enjoy the sunny days which you
find here all winter. In Hemming Park, the most centrally
located, band concerts are furnished for the entertainment of
our visitors.
The Florida Ostrich and Alligator Farm is an interesting spot and
will furnish an afternoon of real
pleasure. It is located on the south
bank of the St. Johns River.
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trips that show you
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Jacksonville's Waterfront
and also take you to nearby orange
groves can be easily arranged.
All-day trips down the river are
also interesting.
Atlantic and Pablo Beaches
are only an hours easy riding by
automobile, and St. Augustine,
can be reached in two hours.
Jacksonville is the ideal place
to stop, where real sight-seeing
and plenty of entertainment are
mingled with the joys of living
in Florida.
HoTEL SENECA.

